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		Analysis

		Analysis is crucial towards making better informed business car leasing decisions. Here we cover the most important topics for fleet managers such as expected tax changes, reviews of the top lease firms, interviews with key industry experts, auction insights, our Power List of the key people who shape the industry and the all-important sales figures.
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      Remarketing

      
        Auctions can be a crucial resource for those operators who wish to defleet with the aim of reducing overall costs. It is important that any use of auctions is planned and executed correctly. Here we give you guidance as to how to use auctions effectively as well as general information regarding the opportunities they can offer.
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  09 Apr 24In Focus: Drive Fuze

In the sometimes turbulent world of car subscription, Drive Fuze is hoping first-hand experience can give it a crucial advantage. Sean Keywood finds out more from COO James Birch and CTO Richard Baker.
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  03 Apr 24Diary of a fleet manager: Month 25

Our anonymous insider has to deal with speeding EV drivers.
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  02 Apr 24OEMs: Whatever happened to the fleet bosses?

Most OEMs of any size had a dedicated fleet sales boss before the pandemic, but they are now a dying breed. Jack Carfrae asks why, and how it has affected fleets. 
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  26 Mar 24Fleet Profile: Eric Wright Group

The property and construction company's head of group fleet and transport tells Rachel Boagey about the long-term goals and day-to-day challenges of operating a diverse fleet.
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  25 Mar 24Best in Class: Compact ICE SUVs

Skoda has updated its popular ICE powered SUV, the Kamiq, but is it at the top of the pile? in this keenly fought sector? Let's take a closer look at the figures to find out.
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  13 Mar 24The Business Car Files: Peugeot

Sam Brandon, who was appointed as Peugeot UK sales and operations director in January 2023, talks about E-3008 fleet buyers, police interest in this new fastback EV, and Peugeot's fleet plans for 2024.
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  07 Mar 24Fleet Profile: Kwik Fit

Kwik Fit strives to set new service and quality standards in the fast-fit market. Fleet director Dan Joyce talks with Rachel Boagey about the company's ongoing customer commitment.
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  04 Mar 24Remarketing: Certificate of authenticity

Monitoring trials are underway to create confidence in battery longevity for used EV buyers.
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  29 Feb 24The Business Car Files: Maserati 

Martyn Collins talks to Peter Charters, general manager Great Britain and Scandinavia, and Howard Dalziel, national corporate sales manager, about Maserati's exciting EV fleet future.
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  28 Feb 24Training: Fleet school

Jack Carfrae takes the AFP's Introductory course to see if he would cut it as a novice fleet manager.
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  23 Feb 24In Focus: Ford Fleet Management

New software, vehicle uptime, and trials aplenty are just some recent exploits for the Blue Oval's fleet and leasing arm. 
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  21 Feb 24Diary of a fleet manager: Month 24

Our anonymous insider faces a waiting game.
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  19 Feb 24Best in Class: Large EV SUVs

Mercedes' new premium mid-size EV SUV shares its EQE badge with the established saloon, but it's up against some tough opposition - including a Lotus! Is it good enough to claim top honours? Let's take a closer look.
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  09 Feb 24In Focus: Allstar Chargepass

Allstar has stepped up its offering to EV fleets. Sean Keywood finds out more from Allstar Chargepass UK managing director Ashley Tate.
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  07 Feb 24Best in Class: Mid-size SUVs

Research suggests that mid-size SUV buyers want something more unusual than the usual Nissan Qashqai, but is the all-new version of Toyota's C-HR coupe-crossover good enough to take top honours here?
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  05 Feb 24Diary of a fleet manager: Month 23

SMR troubles continue to confound our anonymous insider.
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  01 Feb 24Fleet Profile: Siemens

Siemens' mobility services head of fleet and travel, Wayne Warburton, tells Rachel Boagey about his mission to switch to electric vehicles, all while overseeing one of the country's largest fleets.
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  26 Jan 24The Business Car Files: BYD

Martyn Collins talks to Malcolm Fryer, who has been head of remarketing and fleet sales since June 2023. He talks BYD fleet deals and future plans after almost a year in the UK.
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  22 Jan 24Grey fleet: The thin grey line

Jack Carfrae asks why grey fleet is still such an open goal, and when it makes sense to take a company vehicle instead. 
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  16 Jan 24The Business Car Files: Skoda

After just over a year in the job, Martyn Collins had the chance to catch up with Skoda's CEO, Klaus Zellmer, at the recent Munich Motor Show. During a media round table, they talked about Skoda's brand positioning, and how it's important to remain a 'value for money brand' despite the move by fleet to electrification.
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